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Abstract—This paper introduces a new configuration for a two phase field assisted hybrid switched reluctance generator, which can operate in motoring mode as well. This concept allows higher output power production compare to standard SRG. The proposed novel generator consists of two magnetically independent stator and rotor sets (layers), where each stator set includes four salient poles with windings wrapped around them, while the rotor comprises of two salient poles with different arc lengths and no windings. There is a stationary reel, which has the field coils wrapped around it and is placed between the two-stator sets. In this format, the developed magnetic field from the stator poles travels to the rotor then to the rotor shaft and finally completes its path via the generator housing. To evaluate the generator performance, two types of analysis, namely the numerical technique and the experimental study have been utilized. The analysis is carried out for the machine in self exited generator mode as well as field assisted mode. In the numerical analysis, the finite element analysis is employed, whereas in the experimental study, a proto-type generator has been built and tested.

1. INTRODUCTION

Variable speed brushless motors as well as generators are gaining considerable attention for different high performance applications requiring low cost and maintenance. The switched reluctance motor/generator is one of the challengers for low cost and simple structure in variable speed drive applications such as hybrid cars, home appliances, and wind turbines.
Switched Reluctance Generator (SRG) is an attractive solution for worldwide increasing demand of electrical energy [1]. The SRG has various desirable features namely, simple and solid structure, easiness of maintenance, small moment of rotor inertia, support of both high-rotational speed and high-temperature operation, and low manufacturing cost because the SR generator has no rotor windings and no permanent magnet [2–4]. Advantages of using SRG have been proved for some applications like starter/generator for gas turbine [5–7], wind turbine generator [8–11], battery charger [12], flux-compression electromechanical converter [13], and as an alternator for automotive applications [14–16]. The aerospace and automotive applications are generally characterized by high-speed operation. The wind energy application is characterized by low-speed high-torque operation [1].

The combination of switched reluctance motor with a field assisted generator looks a very promising arrangement for variable speed applications. In the previous work [17, 18] a new hybrid reluctance motor/field-assisted generator has been proposed. In there, the ability and the potentially of this unit for being used in hybrid vehicle has been mentioned.

Due to the rising demand for higher power and reduction of fuel consumption in cars, the concept of starter-generator has been investigated over the past several years. The application of electrical machines and drives systems in all-electric and hybrid-electric vehicles has been widely reported in recent years [19–22].

This paper presents a new configuration for a two phase unidirectional SR motor/field assisted generator which is organized as follows; Section two explains the motor/generator construction, section three contains the numerical analysis of the prototype machine and section four includes the physical assembly of the machine as well as the experimental results obtained from the new hybrid switched reluctance motor/generator followed by conclusions in section five.

2. MOTOR/GENERATOR DESCRIPTION

The proposed novel motor/generator consists of two magnetically independent stator and rotor sets (layers), where each stator set includes four salient poles having 45° arc length with coils wrapped around them, while the rotor comprises of two salient poles with different arc lengths and no windings. The rotor is shaped in such a way to produce starting torque as well as having rising inductance in all of 90° rotor arc length. The arc of each rotor pole is the same as stator pole (45°) in one side and twice as much in the other side.
The shape of rotor in each side is shown in Fig. 1(a), the actual rotor assembly is shown in Fig. 1(b), and finally, the stator laminations is shown in Fig. 1(c).

The two layers are exactly symmetrical with respect to a plane perpendicular to the middle of the motor shaft. Since this assembly is a two phase motor/generator; therefore, each layer consists of four stator poles and two rotor poles, respectively. In the motoring operation each layer operates independently, but in exact sequence with each other. In other words, each layer consist of a four by two reluctance motor configuration sharing common shaft which operating in sequence. There is a stationary reel, which has the field coils wrapped around it and is placed between the two-stator sets. This reel has a rotating cylindrical core, which guides the magnetic field. The magnetic flux produced by the coils travels through the guide and shaft to the rotor and then to the stator poles, and finally closes itself through the motor housing. Therefore, in the generator mode, one set of rotor poles is

Figure 1. (a) Rotor shape. (b) Actual rotor assembly. (c) Stator laminations.

Figure 2. (a) A cut view of the motor/generator. (b) The complete motor/generator assembly.
magnetically north while the other set is magnetically south. In this machine, the magnetic field has been induced to the rotor without using any brushes. A cut view of the motor/generator is shown in Fig. 2(a).

In order to get a better view of the motor/generator configuration, the complete motor/generator assembly is shown in Fig. 2(b).

There are two stators and rotors sections placed on both sides of the field coil assembly which has the rotor shaft as its main core and two front/end caps plus the motor housing. A set of photo interrupters are also placed in the back of the motor for the detection of rotor position. Two types of analysis, namely numerical and experimental have been performed.

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The design of the motor/generator becomes complicated due to complex geometry and material saturation. The reluctance variation of the generator has an important role on the performance; hence an accurate knowledge of the flux distribution inside the generator for different excitation currents and rotor positions is essential for the prediction of generator performance. The generator can be highly saturated under normal operating conditions. To evaluate properly the motor/generator design and performance a reliable model is required. The finite-element technique can be conveniently used to obtain the magnetic vector potential values throughout the generator in the presence of complex magnetic circuit geometry and nonlinear properties of the magnetic materials. These vector potential values can be processed to obtain the field distribution, torque, and flux linkage.

The 3-D field analysis has been performed using a MagNet CAD package [23]. This analysis is based on the variational energy minimization technique to solve for the magnetic vector potential. The partial differential equation for the magnetic vector potential is given by [24–26];

$$-rac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \gamma \frac{\partial \bar{A}}{\partial x} \right) - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \gamma \frac{\partial \bar{A}}{\partial y} \right) - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \gamma \frac{\partial \bar{A}}{\partial z} \right) = J$$

(1)

where, $A$ is the magnetic vector potential. In the variational method the solution to Equation (1) obtained by minimizing the following functional [24–26];

$$F(A) = \frac{1}{2} \iiint_{\Omega} \left[ \gamma \left( \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \gamma \left( \frac{\partial A}{\partial y} \right)^2 + \gamma \left( \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \right)^2 \right] d\Omega - \iiint_{\Omega} J A d\Omega$$

(2)
Table 1. SR M/G dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator core outer diameter</td>
<td>72 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator core inner diameter</td>
<td>62 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator arc</td>
<td>45 deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap</td>
<td>0.25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor core outer diameter</td>
<td>39.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor shaft diameter</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor larger arc</td>
<td>90 deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor smaller arc</td>
<td>45 deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack length</td>
<td>35 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns per pole</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns for field coil</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where, $\Omega$ is the problem region of integration. In the three dimensional finite element analysis tetrahedral elements with dense meshes at places where the variation of fields are greater have been used. The generator specifications considered for the study are depicted in Table 1.

The analysis is carried out for the machine in two different modes of operation, namely self exited and field assisted modes. In the self exited mode of operation, the proper stator coils in each layer have been switched on while the field coil is turned off. Due to unsymmetrical rotor structure, two different directions of rotation are considered in the self exited mode. In this mode there is no field current in the center coil and power generation is carried out by energizing the proper stator coils during the negative inductance periods.

3.1. Self Exited Generator Mode

When the machine is driven by a prime mover and stator windings are excited during the negative slope of the phase inductance then generating torque can be produced.

The torque in a SRG can be expressed in unsaturated conditions as:

$$T = \frac{1}{2} \frac{dL}{d\theta} i^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where, $L$ is the phase inductance, and $\theta$ is the rotor position angle.

This equation means that the torque is negative in the region of $dL/d\theta < 0$. When the stator windings are excited in that region and
the rotor is driven by a proper prime mover, the mechanical energy can be transformed into electric energy. In other words, generation torque is produced when the phase winding is energized during the negative slope of the phase inductance variation, (i.e., after complete rotor/stator poles alignment).

The motor/generator with and without the housing used in the numerical analysis are shown in Figs. 3(a), (b), and (c). The 3-D
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**Figure 3.** Model of SR generator. (a) Front view. (b) Without housing. (c) With housing.
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**Figure 4.** 3-D magnetic field densities for start of alignment case in self excited mode.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** 3-D magnetic field densities for half-aligned case in self excited mode.
field analysis has been performed using a commercial finite element package [23], which is based on the variational energy minimization technique to solve for the magnetic vector potential. The stator and rotor cores are made up of M-27 non-oriented silicon steel laminations [23].

Figures 4(a), (b), and (c) show the magnetic flux density for non-aligned when the machine operates as a self exited generator and each layer is operating independently.

Figures 5(a), (b), and (c) show the magnetic flux density for half aligned case when the machine operates as a self exited generator and each layer is operating independently. Figs. 6(a), (b), and (c) show the magnetic flux density for fully aligned case when the machine operates as a self exited generator and each layer is operating independently.

The magnitude of magnetic flux density in the stator poles with energized coil starts from 0.5 Tesla at the beginning of rotor/stator pole alignment shown in Fig. 4(a) and increases to 1.2 Tesla for half alignment shown in Fig. 5(a) and then reaches to 1.45 Tesla at full alignment in Fig. 6(a). The same type of behavior for magnetic flux density can be seen in the generator yoke. The direction of magnetic

**Figure 6.** 3-D magnetic flux densities for fully aligned case in self excited mode.

**Figure 7.** 3-D magnetic flux densities for end of alignment case in self excited mode.
flux travels from one energized stator pole winding to the yoke and then to the opposite stator pole as shown in Fig. 4(b)–Fig. 7(b). The flux pattern shaped over the motor housing shown in Fig. 4(c)–Fig. 7(c) indicates some of the magnetic field produced in the front layer travels through the motor housing to the back layer even though these two layers are operating independently.

The inductance has been defined as the ratio of each phase flux linkages to the exciting current ($\lambda/I$). Values based on this definition are presented for counter clock wise (CCW) and clock wise (CW) directions in Fig. 8(a), and Fig. 8(b) respectively, for current of 3 A.

In the Fig. 8, zero degree is considered to be as the unaligned case. The inductance profile shows steady increase as the rotor poles move into alignment with the stator poles, hence positive torque can be obtained from $0^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ of rotor arc. The inductance versus rotor position data has been depicted by three curves one from $0^\circ$ to $45^\circ$ (first rotor step), the second one from $45^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ (second rotor step) and finally the third one from $90^\circ$ to $145^\circ$. The generating interval for CCW rotation is twice as much as the one in the CW rotation. The generated voltage can be obtained from the phase inductance versus rotor position by:

$$e_{\text{ind}} = \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial (Li)}{\partial t} = L \frac{\partial i}{\partial t} + i \frac{\partial L}{\partial t}$$ (4)

Since current, $i$ is kept constant and $(\partial \theta/\partial t) = \omega$ then Equation (4) can be rewritten as:

$$e_{\text{ind}} = i \frac{\partial L}{\partial \theta} \omega = N \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta} \omega$$ (5)

where, $\omega$ is motor angular speed in rad/sec.

The shape of generated voltage during negative slope of phase inductance is obtained in clock wise (CW) as well as CCW direction.

**Figure 8.** Terminal inductance vs. rotor position for (a) CCW direction, (b) CW direction.
by the inductance profile shown in Fig. 9 and Equation (5) for a speed of 1000 rpm.

Due to the negative slope of the phase inductance, the magnitude of generated voltage is negative. As a result of unsymmetrical rotor shape, the generating period in CCW direction is twice as much as in CW direction.

At this point the field coil is energized and second mode of operation begins.

3.2. Field Assisted Mode

In the field assisted generator mode of operation, the field coil between the two-stator sets is at 0.25 A. Fig. 10(a) shows the direction of the

![Figure 9. Generated voltage vs. rotor position.](image)

![Figure 10. The current density, magnetic flux density and flux direction in field assisted mode in: (a) The field coil and shaft. (b) The rotor poles. (c) Rotor/stator assembly. (d) The generator housing.](image)
current in the center field coil as well as the magnetic flux density and Figs. 10(b), (c), and (d) show the magnetic flux density as well as the flux direction in the generator shaft, the rotor poles, rotor and stator assembly, and the generator housing, respectively.

In Fig. 10(a), the magnetic field produced by the coil travels through the shaft to the rotor poles and high magnetic flux densities has been produced under the rotor poles. The rotor poles in front and back have magnetically North and South Pole configurations, respectively.

Figure 10(b) shows the field coming out of the rotor pole tips perpendicularly and going into the respected stator poles. Finally, the magnetic flux pattern is shaped over the generator housing in which the flux travels from one set to the other set as is shown in Fig. 10(d).

The flux linkage versus rotor position obtained by simulation for one of the stator pole windings is shown in Fig. 11.

In order to estimate the shape of generated voltage, the flux linkage data points have been divided into five different segments. The different parts of flux linkage curve can be explained in the following fashion. The first part is the segment before stator/rotor pole alignment, the second part starts at the beginning of stator/rotor pole alignment up to half aligned case, the third part is from half aligned to full aligned case, the fourth region begins at the start of unaligned rotor/ stator pole up half unaligned case, and finally all the way to unaligned position.

A third order equation has been fitted through the data points for each part of the flux linkage curve. The equations are presented in Table 2.

The shape of induced voltage for a speed of 1000 rpm, using the different flux linkage curves obtained above and Equation (5) is shown in Fig. 12.

As seen from Fig. 12, the maximum generated voltage has occurred at half aligned case. The generated voltage in Fig. 12 has different

![Figure 11. The flux linkage.](image1)

![Figure 12. Generated voltage.](image2)
Table 2. Function coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$F(\theta)$</th>
<th>$\theta$ (Deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.00018\theta^3 + 0.00459\theta^2 + 0.03136\theta + 0.38$</td>
<td>$[-15, 5]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.000031\theta^3 + 0.00072\theta^2 + 0.2567\theta - 0.54$</td>
<td>$[5, 50]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.000031\theta^3 - 0.00844\theta^2 + 0.7482\theta - 0.7$</td>
<td>$[50, 90]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.000014\theta^3 - 0.00762\theta^2 + 0.8512\theta - 4.33$</td>
<td>$[90, 145]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-0.00013\theta^3 + 0.0636\theta^2 - 10.11\theta - 492.2$</td>
<td>$[145, 165]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

distinct parts which can be explained in the following manner. The first part $[-15^\circ, 5^\circ]$ is when the rotor pole moves closer to the stator pole and the generated voltage tends to increase. In the second segment $[5^\circ, 50^\circ]$, the rotor pole starts overlapping the stator pole. The phase inductance at this rotor position jumps to a higher value and begins increasing as the rotor pole aligns itself with stator pole. Since the phase current is considered to be constant in the simulation therefore, the generated voltage rises as the phase inductance increases. Finally, it reaches its maximum value at half alignment. It is worth mentioning that, at this rotor position, the pole belonging to the next phase state its alignment therefore, some of the magnetic flux is directed to this phase and the magnetic flux density reduces in the first phase. In the third section $[50^\circ, 90^\circ]$, the first rotor pole is in half aligned position and going to full alignment and the second rotor pole moving into half aligned position, therefore the generated voltage drops due to the magnetic flux density reduction in that phase. Finally, in the fourth part $[90^\circ, 145^\circ]$, the rotor pole is going into unaligned position and negative voltage is generated due to the negative slope of the flux linkage curve. The estimated average voltage is about 1 volt for the voltage curve shown in Fig. 12.

At this point it is imperative to look at the field coil inductance curve to see how it varies as the rotor turns because it can provide useful information in order to explain the difference in the simulated voltage curve with the experimental one. Fig. 13 shows the calculated field inductance versus rotor position obtained by the ratio of flux linkage to the field current.

The maximum inductance occurs at every $45^\circ$ since the field coil perceives two rotor pole sets which are positioned perpendicular to each other. When one rotor pole set is in full unaligned position with the stator poles the other rotor pole set is in full alignment with the other stator poles. In the above simulation, field current considered to be constant but in actual circuit the field voltage is constant and current will have some variation due to the changes in inductance value.
Figure 13. The calculated field inductance vs. rotor position.

![Figure 13](image1)

Figure 14. (a) Different motor/generator parts. (b) The actual motor/generator.

![Figure 14](image2)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The generator has been fabricated and tested for performance and functionality in the laboratory. Fig. 14(a) illustrates the different parts of the novel motor/generator before being assembled in the laboratory while Fig. 14(b) shows the complete motor/generator. In the housing of the motor/generator assembly four grooves have been cut out and filled with motor laminations in order to reduce the reluctance of the housing in such a way that the magnetic flux is able to travel through the motor housing much easier.

In order to synchronize the proper firing of phase windings with the rotor position a discrete shaft sensor is installed in the back of the generator. The sensor is composed of two opto-couplers, one for each layer and a slotted disc with two 90° openings for the CCW direction and 45° openings for CW direction. Fig. 15 shows a set of opt-couplers with slotted disc as shaft position sensor is installed on the back of the generator in order to synchronize the proper firing of each phase transistor for CCW.
There are four $90^\circ$ pulses produced by the motor shaft position sensors in each rotation. When one signal is in its high state the other one is in its low state. Each pulse appears $2$ times in one rotation for each phase since this is a two phase generator.

In the field assisted mode, the shaft of the generator is connected to a motor to act as a prime mover. The speed of the motor is kept constant for various field currents; the resulting terminal voltage for only one pole winding after being rectified is shown in Fig. 17.

In these figures curve fitting (power) has been used for better presentation of the data points.

**Figure 15.** Direct shaft position sensors. **Figure 16.** The output signals from the photo-interrupters.

**Figure 17.** Generator terminal voltage vs. field current. **Figure 18.** The actual output voltage for one of the stator pole winding at no load (field assisted mode).
The minimum voltage is about 2.4 volt at a field current of 0.25 A at 1000 rpm, which is within close agreement (less than 20%) with the computed average voltage resulted by simulation. One of the reasons for the production of the error is considering the field current to be constant in the simulation while it actually fluctuates in real generator unit.

The actual output voltage for one of the stator pole winding at no load for field assisted mode of operation is also shown in Fig. 18. Due to the shape of the stator and rotor poles and saturation inside them, the generated output voltage has harmonics which is typical in this type of motor/generator unit.

The shape of this voltage waveform has some differences with the voltage waveform found numerically (Fig. 12). One of the main reasons for this discrepancy is because of the current variation due to the changes in the field inductance values which, has not been not considered in the simulation. In order to be able to explain the shape of the generated voltage, the field current and one of the phase output voltage are shown together in Figs. 19(a) and (b), respectively.

As the rotor turns the field current fluctuates around a dc value. This variation is due to the changes in the phase inductance value which in turn, affects the shape of output voltage.

When the rotor poles reach the stator poles, the output voltage rises to a maximum value (Fig. 19(b)), and then starts decreasing as the rotor poles go into more alignment with stator poles, at the same time, the field current begins to descend due to production of high phase inductance value caused by stator/rotor poles alignment.

**Figure 19.** Current and voltage waveforms (field assisted mode) (a) Field current, (b) Output voltage.

**Figure 20.** The actual current for two stator pole windings CW rotation (self excited mode).
The generator in the self excited mode of operation is connected to a prime mover and a two switched per phase drive circuit. The speed of rotation is set at 1000 rpm. The actual output currents going in and out of machine for two stator pole windings in CW rotation is shown in Fig. 20.

The first part of the waveform has positive current magnitude which means the power is leaving the machine (generating mode) while the negative magnitude of the waveform denotes the current entering the unit (motoring mode). As seen from Fig. 20, there is always positive current exists during a full rotation which denotes continuous current production in each rotation. In CW rotation, the positive and negative parts of the current waveform have exactly the same generating periods. Fig. 21 shows the actual current for two stator pole windings in CCW rotation.

The unit works as a generator in the positive part of the current waveform and as a motor in the negative part of current waveform. Due to the unsymmetrical shape of rotor, the generating period is twice as long as motoring part. There is always a positive current magnitude during a full rotation which denotes a continuous current production for each full rotation.

Due to new rotor geometry which comprises of two salient poles with different arc lengths, this SRG can produces output voltage in 360 degrees of rotor rotation. As calculated from the result of generated voltage from field assisted mode of operation the efficiency of the machine with its converter increased by 29%. In other words, these results confirmed that the choice of new topology of the SRG has demonstrated that the SR generator exhibited higher performance in
terms of efficiency under loads. This feature plays important rule in power production in wind turbine or in hybrid vehicle.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel two phase hybrid SR generator was introduced, simulated and then fabricated in the laboratory. Some of the generator parameters numerically computed and experimentally measured and tested. The main objectives of this paper, namely introduction of a new two phase field assisted hybrid switched reluctance generator configuration which can produce positive power in all $360^\circ$ rotor position using the field coil in generating mode as well as producing higher power compare to self excited generator have been achieved. The experimental findings support the simulated results with a difference of less than 20%. The error in generated voltage is caused by considering the field current to be constant in the simulation of the generator unit while in experimental analysis the field current fluctuates due to variable reluctance nature of the generator unit. The experimental analysis shows the functionality of the generator in its new configuration, i.e., it has the ability and the potential of being used in hybrid vehicle or as a generator unit for wind turbine.
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